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I. INTRODUCTION 
The classical theories of continuous media are based on the idealized 
model that the material is completely amorphous and devoid of structure so 
that the global laws of the conservation law and field equations can be 
reduced to local ones by considering the infinitesimally small elements of 
materials. In spite of this far-reaching idealization of engineering 
materials, the classical theory has been, generally, in satisfactory 
agreement with experiments. However in some cases such as fatigue or high 
stress concentrations (1)^, and wave propagation at high frequencies 
(beyond the megacycle range), the classical theory fails to give an 
adequate explanation of the observed behavior. 
To accommodate these deviations from classical behavior one must re­
evaluate continuum mechanics. One must remember that in the classical 
theory the local field equations are derived by applying the global laws 
to an infinitesimal element which is allowed to become vanishingly small; 
furthermore all field quantities such as energy, strain, stress, etc. are 
considered as constant over the region of these infinitesimal elements. 
If the material has a (coarse) microstructure, conditions of homogeneity 
will prevent an infinitesimal element from becoming vanishingly small, thus 
the condition of uniformity over on infinitesimal element will not always 
be satisfied if the strain gradient and/or the thermal gradient are large, 
especially in polycrystalline material, porous solids, materials with 
fibrous structure or composite materials. 
Number in parentheses refer to the bibliography at the end of the 
thesis. 
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In the light of these considerations the stress and strain distribu­
tion in the element will be approximated better by considering the moments, 
or gradients of these quantities in addition to their mean values. The 
situation may be seen most clearly on considering the equilibrium of a 
cuboid which is made of a polycrystalline material as shown in the 
following figure. 
Figure 1. Assemblages of polycrystalline material in a primitive cuboid 
To attain any semblance of uniformity the cuboid must consist of a large 
number of crystals. This is the primitive cuboid with respect to which 
local equilibrium must be satisfied without grossly violating the assump­
tion of homogeneity. In other words, the size of the primitive cuboid is 
finite and cannot be made infinitesimally small as it is assumed in 
classical continuum mechanics. 
Ivhen a region made of such a material deforms, there will be contact 
stresses between adjacent cuboids, and since such cuboids are finite in 
size there is no, a priori, reason to assume that such stresses will be 
uniformly distributed over the faces of the cuboid. 
The next best assumption to uniform distribution is linear variation. 
Thus it is assumed that the stress distribution over the faces of the 
cuboid is linear. 
The consequences of this assumption are made clear by considering a 
face of the cuboid normal to the z axis, say 
Figure 2, Distribution of linearly varying stress on the face of a cuboid 
This linearly varying stress, can be represented, equivalently, by a force 
per unit area T (in the usual way) and a moment per unit area M , 
^ zz zx 
where the first suffix denotes the face normal to the z axis and the second 
denotes the axis x about which the moment is acting. From the variation of 
T in the x-direction there will be another contribution to T and a 
zz zz 
moment M 
zy 
By considering the other faces as well as the other stresses acting on 
the faces one finds that in addition to the stress tensor T.. one has a 
"couple-stress" tensor 
In this way the linearly varying stress field in the cuboid has been 
2 
replaced by a constant stress field and a constant couple-stress field. 
y 
"Of course there are linear variations of some stresses that cannot be 
represented by couple-stresses. For instance a linear variation of the 
shear stress T in the y-direction is one such case. The above idealiza-
zy 
tion take into consideration only the average T^^ in the y-direction and 
does not account for the variation. In fact the moment arises out of the 
following variation of stresses T^ = L(y,z), T^ = L(x,z), T^ = L(x,y), 
T = L(z), T = L(y), T = L(x) where L( ) denotes a linear function in 
xy xz yz 
its arguments. 
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In this theory, therefore, the couple-stresses as well as the gradient 
3 
of rotation (or second gradient of displacement) are new field quantities 
that have to be considered in the formulation of the lodal conservation 
laws and the constitutive equations. 
The concept of couple stress was first originated by Voigt (2) in 1887 
in his work on crystals and amplified by E. & F. Cosserat (3) in 1909. 
Also, the effect of couple-stresses in elastic materials has been treated 
extensively in the literature as may be seen in References (4, 5, 6). 
One class of materials where the effect is most likely to be encoun­
tered is the class of filled rubbery materials. Since the inclusions in a 
rubbery matrix are very likely to give rise to viscoelastic effects, the 
study of the mechanical properties of these materials inevitably leads to 
the study of viscoelastic material with couple stress. 
In the present study, the first section gives a brief description of 
field equations, the first and second law of thermodynamics and thermo­
dynamic constraint in the presence of couple-stresses. 
In Sections III and IV the constitutive equations of viscoelastic 
materials with couple stress under various thermal environments are estab­
lished by means of the concepts of irreversible thermodynamics (7). In 
Section III, it is found that under isothermal conditions four relaxation 
functions are necessary for the description of the mechanical behavior of 
an isotropic, linear, viscoelastic materials with couple-stresses as 
opposed to two relaxation functions which describe the mechanical behavior 
of a classical isotropic viscoelastic material. 
3 
This is shoim later to arise as a result of the rate of work of clie 
surface moment. 
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Also, the constitutive equations are established in the presence of 
varying temperature. In addition to the four relaxation functions, there is 
an additional relaxation function in the constitutive equation for the 
stress which accounts' for the varying temperature. The heat conduction 
equation is derived, however the curvature-twist strain tensor is absent 
in the heat conduction equation. 
The geometrically independent rotation vector is introduced in 
Section IV. The physical motivation for introducing the geometrically 
independent rotation vector is different. It has been sho\m, recently, by 
Valanis (8) that a solid which requires the specification of a geometrically 
independent rotation vector consists of simple particles as well as dipoles 
which interact by means of a force as well as a dipole field. The 
mechanical behavior of this type of solid requires six relaxation functions 
of the classical couple-stress theory (Section III) under isothermal con­
ditions. Also there is one additional relaxation function in the consti­
tutive equation for the stress in order to accommodate varying temperature. 
If the motion is constrained so that the geometrically independent rotation 
vector is identified as the dual vector of the spin tensor, then the con­
stitutive equations are directly reduced to the classical couple-stress 
theory. 
Finally, in Section V the propagation of sinusoidally oscillating 
waves in perfect elastic and viscoelastic half spaces is discussed. From 
the analysis it is concluded that the effect of couple stress will be most 
easily detected near the boundary (in the presence of very high 
frequencies) and will diminish rapidly away from the boundary of the half 
s-oace. 
6 
II. THE FIELD EQUATIONS 
One essential difference, between the classical medium and the one 
with couple-stresses,, is that adjacent material elements transmit the usual 
force-stress vector as well as couple-stress vector through 
contact. The latter must be considered in the conservation of energy. 
Furthermore, since element size can be no longer be vanishingly small, it 
is only reasonable that the rotational inertia of the element has to be 
considered in the law of conservation of angular momentum. 
In a Cartesian coordinate system x^, we consider the motion of an 
arbitrary portion of a material volume V bounded by a surface S' with out­
ward normal n^. Across- S' act force-stress and c.ouple-stress vectors 
T^^^ and , and within V act body-force and body-couple vectors f^ and 
c^. The equations of conservation of mass, balance of momentum and moment 
of momentum, are as follows: 
^ Jv ° ° 
+ ^ c,)pdv (3) 
ijk J 
where p is the mass density, v^ is the velocity vector, w^ is the rate of 
rotation vector (1/2 V x v)^, I is the radius of gyration of a cuboid with 
its faces normal to the x. axes, and is the material rime-derivative. 
1 JJ L 
Application of Equation 2 to an elementary tetrahedron as the 
volume of the tetrahedron shrinks to zero while its sides remain parallel. 
7 
leads to the definition of the usual force-stress tensor 
= T. .n. (4) 
1 ] 
An analogous application of Equation 3 to the tetrahedron yields the 
definition of the couple-stress tensor M. . ij 
= M..n. (5) 
1 J 
The diagonal components of the tensor characterize moments directed 
along the coordinate axes and perpendicular to the tetrahedron faces, i.e. 
twisting moments. The non-diagonal components determine moments tangential 
to the tetrahedron faces, i.e. bending moments'. — -
Substituting Equation 4 into Equation 1 and applying divergence 
theorem, we obtain the equation of motion 
+ pf .  -  p^\)dv = 0  '  (6)  
Since Equation 5 must hold for arbitrary volumes V, 
?ji.j " ° 
everyx/nere in the interior of the body. The Equation 7 is formally 
identical with the usual force-stress equation of motion except that T_. ^  
need not be symmetric here. 
We now substitute Equation 5 into Equation 3 and apply the divergence 
theorem again to obtain 
+ PC. - pl^ = 0 (8) 
k jk ji,j 
Dw. 
By means of Equation 7, one obtains 
2 
+ Kji,j - - P: irr)dv . 0 (9) 
8 
or 
Cijk^jk + j + PC.  pl^ (10) 
The differential Equation 10 indicates that the stress tensor T. . in 
ij 
the general theory may be asymmetric in distinction to the classical theory. 
Symmetry of is obtained by neglecting not only and c^ but also 
9 
I"c_. .. We also observe that in Equation 10 the gradient of couple stress 
affects the distribution of stress in a material. 
Let 
where T. . is the symmetric part of T. . and T.'. is the antisymmetric part 
1] ij iJ 
of Multiplying both members of Equation 10 by and using the 
well known identity 
e. e. = Ô . 6 , - 6 , 0 . • (12) 
imn ijk mj nk mk nj 
we f ind 
2 ^ 'i 
".n = - -DF> <"> 
In the following linear analysis, the material time derivative ^  will be 
approximated by the spatial time derivative 
It is convenient to write the couple-stress tensor as the sum ot 
its spherical part and its deviator 
M. . = mo.. T- Li. ., where m = -r M. . , u,. . =0 (14) 
ij 1] ' 1] 3 ii' ^ 11 
Substituting Equations 11 and 14 into Equation 10 and using identity 
= 0, one obtains another form of the equation of motion in terms 
cf the symmetric part of the stress tensor and the deviatoric part of the 
couple-stress tensor: 
9 
T + 1/2 e. [pi 
mn.m imn ji,jm " i,m-
(15) 
This form will be found useful in the analysis of wave motion of materials 
with couple-stresses. 
At this point we wish to establish the field equations associated with 
the laws of energy conservation and momentum balance. Before this is done, 
however, a brief summary of the basic structure of the classical theory of 
thermodynamics is given. We consider the motion of an arbitrary portion of 
a material volume V bounded by a surface S ' as a thermodynamic system. 
Only "closed" systems, i.e., systems which do not exchange matter with 
their surroundings, are considered here. Occasionally, a further restric­
tion is made that no interactions between the system and its surroundings 
occur; the system is then said to be "isolated". 
Consider a given system. When all the information required for a com­
plete characterization of the system for a purpose at hand is available, it 
will be said that the state of the system is knoxTO. For instance, a com­
plete description of the thermodynamic state of a homogeneous elastic body 
in equilibrium requires a specification of its material content, its geome­
try in the natural or unstrained state, its stress and strain field, its 
temperature 3, its internal energy, and its entropy. These quantities are 
called state variables. If a certain state variable can be expressed as a 
single-valued function of a set of other state variables, then the func­
tional relationship is said to be an "equation of state", and the variable 
so described is called a "state function". The selection of a particular 
10 
set of Independent state variables is important in each problem, but the 
choice is to a certain extent arbitrary. Also, a system is said to be 
homogeneous if the state variables do not depend on the space coordinates. 
Now our closed system undergoes a thermomechanical process (i.e. 
chemical reactions and electromagnetic phenomena are excluded). Due to 
this thermomechanical process, the region of the material deforms. Let 
the deformation be described by the relation 
= yi(Xk't) 
where x, is the material coordinate of the particles. Then the velocity 
field V. will be denoted as : 
' .y, 
\ - D? 
Let the rate works done on the system be denoted by W. Then 
W - r (T^^^v. + Mf^\,7.)ds + r (f.v. + c.w.)pdv (18) 
us 1 1 1 1 " V 11 11 
1 -» 
where w^ is the vorticity (j V x v)^. 
The region by virtue of its motion will possess kinetic energy K such 
that 
K = r 1/2 v.v.odv -r r 1/2 I^w.w.odv (19) 
vv 1 1' Jv 11' 
Also the region is in a field of heat flow, the heat will enter the 
region by conduction. Let the heat entering into the region per unit 
time be Q and let h^ be the heat flux vector; then 
Q = -| h.n.dS (20) 
^ s 11 
The First Law of Thermodynamic is essentially a statement of conser­
vation of energy, i.e., 
W - f h.n.dS = i + K (21) 
11 
where E is the time rate of change of internal energy of the region. In 
quasistatic thermomechanical process, kinetic energy K is negligible. 
Equation 21 is the Global Form of the First Law. 
Substituting Equations 4 and 5 into Equation 18, and applying 
divergence theorem, we obtain 
W = r (T.. .V. + T. .V. . + M.. .w. + M. .w. . + f. V. p 
•iv^ JL,J 1 Jl X,J J1,J 1 J1 1,J 1 
-r c.w\p)dv (22) 
By means of Equations 7, 10, 11, 14, 15 and 22 we obtain 
" - K = (23) 
As a result of Equations 21 and 23, we obtain 
I (s - T. .v. . - p,. .w. . -r h. . )dv = 0 (24) 
IJ I,J ] ,1 • 1,1 
where e is the rate of change of internal energy per unit volume. If we 
assume that every arbitrary small subregion of V satisfies the first law, 
then integrand must vanish. Thus 
This is the local form of the First Law of Thermodynamics. 
Let u. denote the Cartesian components of a displacement vector and 
w. the rotation vector, hence 
1 
ou. . 
° TT • "i ' I (2G) 
We introduce the strain tensor 
e. . = ^ (u. . + u. . ) (27) 
ij 2 1,j j,i 
which is that of the classical theory, and the curvature-twist tensor 
'"ij ° "ij • \i = ° (ZS) 
12 
Here we see the diagonal components of characterize the change of the 
angle of rotation of an element with respect to the axis of rotation, i.e. 
they characterize the degree of torsion of the element. However, the non-
diagonal components characterize the change of the angle of rotation of 
the element about an axis perpendicular to the axis of rotation i.e. the 
degree of bending of the element. This means that tensor characterizes 
torsion and bending in the medium. 
Since T.. is symmetric we may now rewrite Equation 25 in the final 
form 
' ° - \,i (29) 
where Equation 29 is the First Law of Thermodynamics in the absence of 
heat sources. At this point it is worthwhile to observe as a result of 
Equation 29 that only the symmetric part of the force-stress tensor and 
the deviatoric part of the couple-stress tensor contribute to a change in 
internal energy. In other words, only T.. and u,. . contribute to and/or 
are effected by the deformation of the material. 
We now formulate the second law of thermodynamics for a homogeneous 
system as follows: there exist two single-valued functions of state S, 
called the absolute temperature, and S, called the entropy, with the 
following properties: 
1. 6 is a positive number, 
2. The entropy S is an extensive quantity, 
3. The entropy of a system can change in two distinct ways, namely, 
by interaction with the surroundings and by changes taking place 
inside the system. Symbolically, we may write 
13 
dS = d S + d^S (30) 
where dS denotes the increase of entropy of the system, d^S denotes the 
part of this increase due to interaction with the surroundings, and d^S 
denotes the part of this increase due to changes taking place inside the 
system. Then, according to the Carnot-Clausius Theorem 
d^S - f (31) 
where dQ denotes the heat absorbed by the system from its surroundings by 
means of conduction. 
The change d^S is never negative. If d^S is zero the process is 
said to be reversible. If d_S is positive the process is said to be 
irreversible. Following the above statements, we suirmarize the second 
law, i.e., "The time rate of change of the total entropy S is never less 
than the total influx of entropy through the surface S' of the body. 
Furthermore, this is true for all parts of the body for all thermodynamic 
processes." Thus, according to this axiom, we have 
S_ = S - f S - ds S 0 (32) i J s e 
or in view of Equations 21 and 32, 
h.n. 
I vdv = r rdv + f ds ^ 0 (33) 
J V J V s G 
where ydv, S = !'Qdv where and y are the entropy production ai 
irreversible entropy production respectively per unit volume per unit 
time. The local form, of Equation 33 is, 
h.G,. 
= Gn + (34) 
4 
This statement is known as the Glausius-Duhem inequality. 
14 
Upon substituting Equation 29 in Equation 34, we obtain 
^i®'i 
9y •= T.  . e .  ,  - i -  .n , ,  -  e  +  eri  -  (35)  
Equation 35 is the statement of the second law of thermodynamics. 
The Clausius-Duhem inequality, i.e., the statement that for all thermo­
dynamic processes the time rate of irreversible entropy production must 
be non-negative, may now be stated in its local form as: 
Y ^  0 (36)  
In the following Sections III and IV explicit forms of the constitu­
tive equations of viscoelastic materials with couple stress are derived. 
The derivation follows closely the analysis given by Valanis in Reference 
(7) for viscoelastic materials under large deformation but in the absence 
of couple stress. 
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III. LINEAR THERMOMECI-IANICAL THEORY OF VISCOELASTIC MATERIALS WITH 
COUPLE-STRESSES 
Consider now an infinite region of the medium and let a thermodynamic 
process be initiated at time t = t^ as a result of the application of 
surface traction, body force f^ and the body couple c^. It is assumed 
that prior to time t ; 9 = 9 , u. = T.. = M.. =0, Following Coleman (9) 
o o 1 ij ij ^ 
we define a thermodynamic process as the set of functions u^ and 0 such 
that 
Ij. = , 8 = 9(X,T) (37) u
for all values of x and T such that < XI < ^  and t £ T ^ t. 
— '— o 
In the thermodynamic process, given f^(x,T) and C^(X,T), the only 
equations that are available for the determination of u^(t) and 8(t) are 
Equations 7, 10 and 25 in the unknowns u^, 9, T^^, T], e and h^. In 
other words, there are 7 equations for 27 unknowns. Since y is not 
known, Equation 36 in conjunction with Equation 35 merely provides a 
thermodynamic constraint.which the process must satisfy. 
As stated previously, only the symmetric part of the force-stress 
tensor and the deviatoric part of the couple-stress tensor contribute to 
a change in the internal energy. Hence, it is convenient to introduce the 
antisymmetric part of T^^ and the trace of explicitly in the equations 
of motion. Let 
and 
^i ^ijk^jk ' ^jk Gjki^i 
m = 1/3 (39) 
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where is the antisymmetric part of m is the spherical part of 
M... Thus the linear forms of Equations 7 and 10 become 
2 
"ji,j " 2 =ijkSj.k + pfi = p (4°) 
,2 
2 3 "Ï 
M-.. . + S. + m,. + pc = pi Y (41) 
1 1 1 a;/ 
where use was made of the identity e. T., = 0. Since and m do not 
ijk ]k 
contribute to the deformation of the medium, evidently they can't be 
included in the constitutive equations. 
The strain tensor e. . and the curvature-twist tensor ri. . with 8 and 
ij 
0,^ will constitute our thermodynamic variables. However, our medium at 
hand is viscoelastic; the proposed constitutive equations, therefore, must 
involve more than just the current values of the thermodynamics variables; 
in fact they must involve the whole histories of E%j(T), ^^^(7) and 6(T), 
(t^ ^  T ^ t). This requirement is satisfied by introducing into the con­
stitutive equations the intrinsic coordinates q , which are simply 
functionals of the deformation and temperature histories, i.e. 
t 
S2 " nij(T), 8(T)]^tQ s T g t (42) 
T=t 
o 
It will be shown subsequently that the Clausius-Duhem inequality determines 
more precisely the form' of the functional given by Equation 42. Thus, 
we have the following constitutive equations (10) 
^ij ° "ij' ''a' 
G = e(e^ , 8, q^, 8,^) (43c) 
17 
n " 0, q^, 0,^) (43d) 
h. > h,(ey, 9, 0,i) (43e) 
with 
hu(e.j, r\^y Q, q^, 0) = 0 (44) 
Here we note that u,. . is a deviatoric tensor and T. - IS 
• 1] 
symmetric; hence from Equation 43 only 19 independent functions can be 
found which relate directly to the thermodynamic variables. At this 
point, we observe that to every choice of the deformation u^(x,t) and 
temperature distribution S(X,T), there corresponds an admissible thermo­
dynamic process in the medium. For W^(X,T), (2Î,T) and T|(x,T) may be 
determined from Equations 26, 27 and 28 and q may be determined from 
Equation 42. Also Equation 43 determines T.., u.., e, n and h. for all 
1] ij ' 1 
X and T. 
Equations 40 and 41 show that if m,^ -r pc^ were knovm, then can 
be found from Equation 41 and f^ could then be found uniquely from 
Equation 40, However the vector sum of m,^ and pc^ remains indeterminate.' 
In addition. Equation 36 provides a potent thermodynamic constraint, in 
that, whatever the thermodynamic process, the inequality must not be 
violated. 
At this point we introduce the free energy function $ such that 
6 = G - TjG (45) 
The indeterminacy gives more freedom to prescribe the thermodynamic 
process. This phenomenon also happens in perfectly elastic materials with 
couple stress (5). 
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Evidently 
t 8, q^, 8,^) (46) 
As a result of Equation 45, Equation 35 becomes 
9Y = - à - Tie - —— S 0 (47) 
Upon substituting Equation 46 in Equation 47 we find the following 
expression for Sy: 
Now consider first the case of isothermal deformation. In this case 
Equation 48 becomes rather simple: 
1J J i. U, 
Also in Equations 43 and 46 the 0,^ term is dropped as a result of the 
isothermal condition, i.e. 
"ij ° ^ij- Go- ("O") 
"xj- ®o' V (SOb) 
e = e(e , ^ , 8 , q ) (50c) ij ij o u; 
- = ili., S^, q^) (50d) 
and 
0 - »(eij, 6^. q^) (51) 
where 6^ is the initial equilibrium temperature. Lastly Equation 42 now 
becomes 
19 
4a '  . rkj(T);  83]  (52)  
At this point we note that q^_^s -determined at x, through Equation 52 
only by the knowledge of the whole history of u^ at x. Tlius one can fix 
u^(x,t) and q^(x,t) and still be able to choose u^(x,t) independently. 
Furthermore, since all thermodynamic processes are admissible, as shown 
before, it follows that for fixed u^(x,t) and q^(x,t) one may still pre­
scribe the values of u^(x,t) arbitrarily. Thus e^^ and may be chosen 
at will. 
However, for fixed u^(x,t) and q^(x,t), the brackets on the right-hand 
side of Equation 49 are fixed. Furthermore the inequality Equation 49 must 
not be violated for arbitrary choices of e^^, This is possible if 
and only if 
"ij = <"a) 
>^ 1: = 5^  - (53b) 
Hence we establish the following theorem: 
Theorem: In a linear viscoelastic material with couple-stresses and 
under isothermal conditions, the force-stress tensor, the couple-stress 
tensor are derivable from a potential ij,' which is the free energy density, 
where ù is a function of the strain tensor, the curvature-twist tensor, the 
initial temperature and the intrinsic coordinates q . 
As a result of Equation 49 
BY = - S3 ^  0 (54) 
20 
On the other hand, as a result of Equation 54 q can't be independent 
of e. . , T].., and q . Otherwise, non-violation of the inequality in 
ij 1J cx 
* 0 ' Equation 54 for arbitrary q would imply =0, i.e. y = 0 in contradic-
tion to the initial assumption that the material is viscoelastic and 
therefore dissipative, i.e. the thermodynamic process is irreversible. 
Thus there must exist relations such as 
V V = ° (55) 
which, for small perturbation about an equilibrium state, will be linear. 
These are in fact the ONSAGER RELATIONS. 
Equations 53a, 53b, 54 and 55 are the basic constitutive equations 
of a viscoelastic material with couple stress in the presence of small 
deformation and isothermal conditions. 
A. Development of the Explicit Forms of the Isothermal 
Constitutive Equations 
We now proceed with the application of the above theory with the 
purpose of developing explicit forms of the constitutive equations of 
viscoelastic materials with couple-stresses for the case of isothermal 
small deformations. It is pointed out at this point that as a result of 
the smallness of u^ and for constant G, then on physical grounds, q and 
G will be small. This is a consequence of the definition of q in 
Equation 55, provided that f^ is smooth in its arguments. 
It is a well established fact (7) that the rate of irreversible 
entropy production of viscoelastic materials with initial elastic response 
doesn't depend on the rate of deformation explicitly but implicitly 
through q , i.e. 
21 
otherwise high rates of deformation xjould produce large rates of irrevers­
ible entropy generation in variance with experimental observations. 
With the assumption of the smoothness of the function we expand 
P in Taylor series and ignore terms of order higher than the second to 
find that 
where h ^ is independent of e. . and ri. . but may depend on 9 , Evidently, Q!p 1] ij o 
no constant term can appear in the expansion since y = 0 for = 0 and 
a linear term could be made to violate the inequality Equation 56 for small 
value of q for which the linear term would predominate. 
Consider ^ to be a smooth function of its arguments in the neighbor­
hood of the equilibrium state at which e. . = 0, Tl. . = 0, q =0; also it is 
1] 1] CC 
obvious that in the equilibrium state = 0 and hence q = 0 .  Then Ù may 
o CX — ' -
be expanded in a Taylor series about the equilibrium state in e. . , T]. . , q 
i J 1J ^ 
and the terms higher than the second may be ignored. Thus 
,  _  1  ^  , 1  
where the linear terms on e. . and Tl. . are absent on the basis that the 
material is unstressed in the equilibrium state. Also no linear term in 
q^  ^can appear, since it can be shown from Equations 54 and 55 that the 
coefficient of linear term q does vanish in the absence of strain. Also 
it follows from the definition of 6 in Equation 58 and the symmetry of e.. 
that a, , is symmetric in the indices i,j and k.,1, also on the basis of 
1J i<.i 
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Equation 58 a is symmetric in the indices Finally as a result 
of Equation 53 it follows that a. ^ = a, , . . and c. ^ = c, , . .. 
^ ijkl kli] i]kl klij 
The matrix a ^ is positive definite i.e., a .qt q_ S 0 for all q . 
This has been shoxm, in the case of small deformations by Schapery (11) 
through the consideration of the increase of the free energy function 
from the stable equilibrium state. It was also shown for large deforma­
tions by Valanis (12) in more compact form through the following theorem: 
Theorem: In an equilibrium unstressed state ^  is a minimum with 
respect to adjacent states in which Ae. . = 0, AT]. , = 0, AT = 0, Aq f 0. 
IJ 1J Ct 
Proof; It may be shown that under isothermal conditions 
AW = A? + SAS^ (59) 
where AS^ is the entropy produced inside the system. Let the system be 
in an equilibrium unstressed state with stresses T.. =0, u.. =0 and 
ij ij 
strains e^^ = 0, = 0. Consider now a straining cycle taking place 
isothermally and over a time interval At, during which and are 
increased from zero by an infinitesimal amount and respectively 
and are then decreased to Ae^^ = Arj^^ = 0 at the end of the interval. Let 
the work done during this cycle be AW. In the equilibrium state, the free 
energy v is a function only of the strain of the equilibrium configura­
tion; it follows therefore that at this time A'i' = 0 and hence from 
Equation 59 
AW = 8AS > 0 (60)  
equil. 
Since AS^ can never decrease. At any other time between At ( the time at 
the completion of the cycle) and , 
23 
AS^<AS^ (61) 
equil. 
by the basic hypothesis of irreversible thermodynamics. Thus during any 
such time, we obtain the following relation in view of Equations 59, 60 
and 61 
- AS^) > 0 (62) 
equil. 
thus proving that Ù is a minimum; an immediate consequence of Equation 62 
is that a - is a positive definite matrix for all values of e. ri. . and 9. Q:P ij 'ij 
As a result of Eauations 53a and 53b, we can determine T.u.. in 
ij 
terms of the coefficient of the expansion given by Equation 58. Differ­
entiating Equation 58 with respect to the appropriate variables we obtain 
the relations for 6=6 = constant: 
o ~ 
'^ij ' + 'ijkria " 
and from Equation 54 
This last relation may be rewritten as a result of Equations 56 and 57 in 
the following form: 
" ^ae.%K ' ° 
Let the terra in the bracket in Equation 65 be denoted by Q . Then Equation 
65 may be written in the form 
V-C! ' " 
This equation has the solution 
24 
Where IC is an arbitrary antisymmetric matrix (10), it is noted that 
is not unique. Thus Equation 65 can be solved explicitly to give 
where 
"op - -op -
It is noted that Equation 68 for various values of a constitutes a set of 
relations which are in effect the Onsager relations for viscoelastic 
materials with couple stress and initial elastic response. Onsager 
symmetry relations assume that K ^ = 0 in which case b „ = h ^ is a 
symmetric matrix. Thus 
Ve + + Wp = » 
Equation 70 which is a first order linear ordinary differential 
equation in q may now be solved subject to the initial condition 
q (0) = 0. The solution of this equation is given in Appendix and is 
""c - -To f^ja=ij " tijcJkj (71) 
where the matrix J is now symmetric and every one of its terms is a 
series of the type 
n - X ,  t V (m. -1) m, -1 
'eg - ' («kog + Okôgt + ' ' ' " ' ) (72) 
where, as shown in Appendix, m^ is the possible multiplicity of the 
eigenvalue Furthermore as a result of the positive definiteness of 
the matrices h . and a „, are all positive. Thus J „(t) has the 
property that 
Lim = 0 (73) 
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i.e., viscoelastic materials with couple stress have a memory which also 
fades with time. 
Equation 71 may now be substituted directly into Equations 63a and 
63b and use the method of integration by parts to obtain, 
ÔE ÔTL 
' lo IT + Jo (74a) 
1*13 - /o \jkl('-^)  +io Ci]kl(C-T) ^  (74b) 
wnere 
= Sijki + ^ ijQpap(°)*kip " (75a) 
Bijkl(t) = 3^jQ,Ggp(0)b^^p - aijQG2p(t)bkip (75%) 
^ijkl(t) " Cijkl " ^ ija^ap(^^°kip ^^Sc) 
and 
i£ (75d) 
If the material is isotropic, then 
^ijkl(t) = Ai(t)6ij6^^ + A2(t)ôikôj^ + (76a) 
 ^C2(c)o^ %,6jl + C2(c)5iiOjk (76c) 
with the fact that T , and e. . are symmetric and the ri. . = u. . =0, then 
1] ij 11 ' 11 
upon substituting Equations 76a, 76b, and 76c into Equations 74a and 74b 
we obtain the following equations. 
'"ij = \/o ^('-')  ^"iT 
+ fo B2(t-") s; (^ij + ^ji)d" GVa) 
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(D) 
oe ôr| 
where 
= C + /o -# d-r 
+ (77b) 
4 ' ^ = ^  ' i j  -  ( " - = )  
If the material is "structurally homogeneous" in the sense that the 
distribution of the local structure of a material element is uniform, 
then Li . = 0 when ri, . =0, otherwise one could infer the existence of 
• ij 1] 
couple-stresses in a state of homogeneous strain e.., Tl. . =0. Thus, 
ij 1] 
(t) = 0. In this event Equations 77a and 77b reduce to what we shall 
call the Constitutive Equations of a linear isotropic viscoelastic 
material with couple-stresses. These are, 
oe, , _ oe. . 
'kk ^ , n^t 
"ij ° ' i/o ''•f (783) 
on.. ôT]. 
P-ij = TKt-T) dT + n'(t-T) dT (78b) 
where À(t) = A^(t); ^ (t) = A^Ct); 4^(t) = C^(t); and 4ri'(t) = C^Ct). 
The relaxation functions X(t) and u,(t) are the "usual" relaxation 
functions which may still be determined from relaxation tests in uniform 
strain. The relaxation functions Tj and r\' on the other hand are 
additional functions associated with the local structure of the medium 
and will influence the material behavior in situations where the strain 
field is not uniform. Such strain fields, then, must be used for 
determination of V^ and r\'. 
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B. Development of the Explicit Forms of the Nonisothermal 
Constitutive Equations 
Now we go back to the general form of constitutive Equation 43 and 
the inequality given by Equation 48 and include temporal and spatial 
variations of temperature; thus 
We repeat our previous argument: fixing e^^, j> 8, 0,^ and q^ at time 
. 
t, but leave e^^, j J 8 and 0,^ arbitrary. By varying one of the last 
four terms in turn while keeping the remaining constant, one arrives at 
the conclusion that inequality (Equation 79) will not be violated if 
and only if 
1] 
1] 
n = - (80c) 
GO 
= 0  (80d)  
oG,^ 
and 
I, h. 0 , . 
° ^ V - -V ^ ° 
Now, prescribing u^, and 0 at a specific for all values of T 
in the interval (t <: T £ t) , then the first term of inequality 
(Equation 80e) is fixed. Furthermore, from Equations 55 and 80d we 
observe the first term is independent of 0,.. Hence for 6,. =0 and in 
1 1 
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view of inequality (Equation 80e), we obtain 
- It V ^ ° (") 
(% 
Similarly, since we can arbitrary vary the second term of the 
inequality by varying 8,^, for any fixed value of the first term, such 
as q = 0 it follows that 
- h 8,^ 2 0 (82) 
Finally, as a result of Equation 80c, we observe T] is not a function 
of 0,^ also from the definition of free energy, we obtain the result that 
e r e(8:^). Similarly and are not functions of 0,^. 
On the basis of Equations 80a, 80b, and 80c the following theorem 
is established: 
Tlieorem: In the presence of small temporal and spatial temperature 
variation, the stress tensor, the couple-stress tensor and the entropy 
density are derivable from a potential which is the free energy density, 
where i is a function of the strain tensor, the curvature-twist tensor, 
the temperature and the intrinsic coordinates q . 
It is pointed out that in the case of isothermal process the entropy 
production y is explicitly the function of q^ only. In our case of the 
presence of heat conduction, the form of v must, of course, be modified 
(7) since now it must depend on 0,^ as well as q Thus 
Sy = H(q^, 0,^) (83) 
Let us consider the physical situations where q and 0,^ are small. 
Evidently S,^ imply small thermal gradients and q will be small if the 
strains are small, and since q is small, q is also small as a result 
of Equation 68. Thus, in the light of q and 0,^ being small and v 
29 
being positive for non-zero values of q and 6,^, we expand the function 
H in the following Taylor series expansion: 
where h _ and b. are positive definite matrices to ensure the satisfac-
ap ij 
tion of inequality (Equation 84); also h^^, ^cci ^ij depend on 0. 
Ô i'/ 
Since q and are independent of 0,. Equations 80e and 84 will 
3 oqg 1 
be compatible if 
• ^  ° Vp (85) 
where b.. = 0b'., b . = 0b'.. Since h. must vanish for 6,. = 0, 
ij ij ai ai 1 
evidently, b^^ must be zero. Thus in the presence of heat conduction 
and small deformation, we have the relations 
= 0 (87) 
aqg op p 
- h. = b. . 0 , . • (88) 
1 ij 'j 
In the presence of small temperature variations, we call Q the 
small variation of temperature from its reference value 0 , that is, 
G = 0^ -r Then Equations 80a, 80b, 80c, and 80e become 
'ij = % (8'^ ) 
X = - 77 (90a) 
oC 
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where x = t] - T) , that is, the entropy increment associated with the 
o 
above process. Let the reference state be defined by the condition 
T. . = 0, =0, q = q = 0, G = 0 and x = 0. In this event ijj can be 
i J ij ix Ca, 
expanded in a Taylor series and terms higher than the second order are 
ignored; also terms of the first order must vanish to satisfy the initial 
condition as discussed previously. Thus 
+ \jaVij + " i ''apVp + 
where a „ is a positive definite matrix as shown in Equation 62, and 
all coefficients in Equation 91 are material constants, however, they 
may depend on the reference temperature 8^. 
Differentiating Equation 91 with respect to q and substituting into 
Equation 87, we obtain in the manner of obtaining Equation 70; 
It was mentioned previously that the coefficients h a a.. , b.. 
AP AP IJA LJQ: 
and a may depend on temperature. The results of experimental observa­
tion, however, are that the coefficients in the expansion of the free 
energy function (such as the elastic constants and the specific heat) are 
insensitive to small changes in temperature, whereas the coefficients h^^ 
which aescribe the viscous processes are exceedingly sensitive to small 
changes in temperature. Thus in the subsequent analysis only h^^ is 
assumed to depend on temperature. 
Furthermore this dependence is assumed to be of a special kind 
31 
At this point, a brief description of thermomechanical properties 
of the "therraorheologically simple" viscoelastic materials is in order. 
As in classical elasticity, the stress-strain relations will contain 
additional terms which are due to thermal expansion; however, in the case 
of viscoelastic materials, the stress-strain relations will contain 
additional terms due to thermal expansion (these will be shoifn sub­
sequently), but must also contain the effect of the temperature on the 
creep rate and viscoelastic behavior. In general, increase of temperature 
will increase the rate of creep. In case of Rouse's theory (13), the 
ratio a^ of relaxation time at temperature 0 to that at temperature 8 
is found as a function of the temperature difference ^ = 9 - 9^ only. ^ 
Tnus, if in the expression for the creep function, the variable s = t/a^ 
is introduced to replace the time variable at a reference temperature 9^, 
where § is called reduced variable or reduced time, then the creep 
function will assume an invariable form independent of temperature. Thus 
the determination of the explicit form of a^ as a function of Ç will 
provide the necessary information to define the variable g. Williams, 
Landel and Ferry (13) introduce the following form of a^: 
log a, 
1 
c^(6 - + 9 - 9^) (93) 
or 
c° C/(c° + C) (94) 
0 o 
where c^ and c^ are material constants. This form is called the l-JLF 
equation. 
6 
Furthermore Ç need not be small. 
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The class of materials exhibiting this property are called 
"theriuorheologically simple". The material will exhibit, for constant 
change of temperature, a pure shift in the creep function, relaxation 
function, and other characteristic function of the material, when these 
are plotted against the logarithm of time. This property is illustrated 
in the following figure. 
"9 
- l o g  Q„ = f{9 ) 
Figure 3. 
L O G  t  
Relaxation function of "thermorheologically simple" linear 
viscoelastic material 
Here we give the example of the effect of the reduced variable g on 
the relaxation function G. 
Let 
log t = u (95) 
or 
t = e" (96) 
then G"(U) = G"(iog t) is obtained from G(t) by the transformation 
G "(u) = G(e"^ 
The star is used to indicate the change in functional dependence. 
In view of Figure 3 
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or 
where 
Then 
Hence 
G*(u) = G* (u + f:(8)] = Gg (97) 
G (t) = Gn {tef(G)] (98) 
8 Og 
f(6) = -log (99) 
gf(e) = _L (100) 
^T 
GgCt)  =  Gg { t /a^]:  (101)  
We have defined § = c/a^ and a^ = a^(§), Ç- Q - 8^. Then finally 
Gg(t) = Gg (5) (102) 
Thus knowing G. at some constant temperature 0 , G„ at any other constant 
bo o d 
temperature can be found. 
The introduction of reduced time § defined above is valid only for the 
case of stationary temperatures, i.e., each temperature is constant in 
time. Norland and Lee (14) in their paper generalized the definition of § 
to the case of continuously varying temperature in time. They argued that 
for a short increment of time At, the material is assumed to behave similar 
to the case of constant temperature; the increment of the generalized § is 
then 
Therefore, the integration of Equation 103 gives the form of § as a function 
of t, namely 
Now we go back to the differential Equation 92 of intrinsic coordinate 
q^,. On the "thermorheologically simple" viscoelastic materials, the 
change of the time variable t to the reduced time g should be anticipated 
to keep the same form of the constitutive equations, i.e., we may assume 
34 
that all components of in Equation 92 depend on the same function 
of temperature 
% ° (105) 
with induced time § defined in Equation 104. Hence Equation 92 becomes 
if + We ^ 'ijofij •'ijaiij + - 0 
The above equation is a system of first order linear differential 
equations. The Equation 92 is a first order system of linear differential 
equation with variable coefficients h  Hence the reduced variable Q 
reduces the variable term to a constant term. 
Now Equation 106 is easy to solve. Since h^^ and a _ are positive 
definite constant matrices, hence with the initial condition q^^O) = 0 
and with the same method employed previously, we obtain the following 
solution 
+ agC(5')]dS' (107) 
where the matrix is symmetric with the same .character as the one 
in Appendix. _ . 
On the basis of Equations 80a and 80b, one obtains 
•'ij - + CifT + "ija'-a C'-OSa) 
-ij ° \iij\l + Cijki^ki + 
Upon substituting Equation 107 into Equations 108a and 108b with 
e^^(O) = \i(0) C(0) = q^XO) = 0, one obtains 
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OS ' h \jkl^^ " ^  ) ô§' "^-^o ^ijkl*-^ • ^ ^ 
+ j1 Cjjts - 5') ^ dç' 
de, 
- I: \uj s - s ') ^ dç ' + C. s - 5 ') ^ 
(109a) 
^dC 
where 
+ BL;(§ - §') ^ ^4 dS' 
0 1] OS 
(109b) 
and 
A^jki^s) 
^ijkl ^ ^ljofQp(°)^kip " *ijopQp(S)aklp (llOa) 
Bijkl(5) = \jkl (110b) 
Cijki(5) 
" ^ijkl + tijofopCCObkip : b..gGgp(S)ap (110c) 
C,j(S) *ijaPap(°)*p " *ijaPap(S)ap (llOd) 
D,j(S) 
 ^ " ^ ijaPap(5)ap (llOe) 
é = jczpG) (llOf) 
If the material is isotropic, then Equations 110a, 110b, 110c, llOd 
and llOe become 
^^jkl^^) " C3(S)6ij5ki ^  C2(5)0ik5ji ^  
C..(§) = C(§)6.. 
(111a) 
(111b) 
(111c) 
(llld) 
ana 
D.^(§) = D(§)6.j (llle) 
Still keeping in mind that- T. . and e. . are symmetric and that n. . = U,. . = 0, 
1] ij '11 11 
one ODtains, 
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Al (S - s') 9^ d S '  + 2j5 - s ' )  d g '  
+  -  5 ' ) # - % + V ^ '  
+ 6 c{5 - 5') ') dg' (112a) 
.(D) 
P oe. ; c ôT).. 
t' i j  -€ ® 2 «  - S ' )  ^ 5 ' +Jo <=!« -  s ' )  - # ^ 5 '  
+ ;! <=2® - ^"=5' + =i/o»S- 5')2^d5' 
(112b) 
where 
e?9 = e.. - ô.. (113) 
1] 1] 3 ij 
Since = 0, also = é'^ } = 0, it implies that D(§) = 0. Thus 
with the same argument that the material is structurally homogeneous, 
one obtains that = 0 when = 0. Hence this implies that ^^(s) = 0. 
Therefore, 
'ij 'ijwQ " do "  '  ÔS T.. = ô_i"^ )^(S - : ') ^ ' + 2j'^ ii(E _ § ') ^  dg ' 
+ 'ijl! C(E _ E') dE/ (114a) 
r;(S - §  ^4,'; n'g - C ') ^  dç ' (114b) 
Equations 114a and 114b are the explicit forms of the constitutive 
equations of linear viscoelastic materials for couple-stresses in the 
presence of varying temperature. 
From the definition of free energy density w = e - TiS and Equations 
80a, 80b, and 80c, one obtains the relation 
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I  =  I  +  ^ 9  +  E I -  T . ^  
Equation 115 in conjunction with the first law of thermodynamics 
yields 
\.i - - ^ ^ 
In our case of small temperature variation Q, Ç = Q - Q , one finds 
\.i - «.#) -
On the basis of Equations 117, 87 and 91, one obtains 
^,i ° + Va " + Vc<% 
The specific heat c at constant strain for a given value of q is: V ^Q! 
Evidently, from Equations 118 and 119, one finds 
Cv = - 8,9 (120) 
In conjunction with Equations 118, 120 and 88 one finds 
 ^VV-3 (121) 
Aow, introduction of reduced time variable Ç defined in Equation 104 
and Equation 107, Equation 121 yields 
o p o e. . 
2 Ta r Œ - f il Apr ' 
i Ob 
1 Ob 1 
âq dq, 
-C')rfTdC']+ I (122) 
c.p a/ 
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wacrc 
Also, C%j(y) and D^^(§) are given by the Equations llOd and llOe 
respectively. For isotropic materials, b.. = KÔ C.. = Cô.. and 
ij ij 1] ij 
D__ = = Û, since D = 0 from previous arguments. Hence heat conduc­
tion (Equation 112) becomes 
A 2 - O « 8 o e. . h ^  GO dq_ 
ifif J- Ob W,p 1 
Equations 114a, 114b and 124 are the coupled thermomechanical 
constitutive equations of viscoelastic materials with couple-stresses 
under sinall strain in the presence of time varying spatially inhomogeneous 
temperature field. 
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IV. THEKMOMECHANICAL CONSTITUTIVE EQUATIONS OF A VISCOELASTIC 
COSSERAT CONTINUUM 
For describing the complete deformation of certain materials, a 
geometrically independent rotation vector is introduced besides the 
displacement vector (15). We consider an arbitrary portion V of the body 
bounded by a piecewise smooth surface S % Let T^^^ds and M^^^ds denote 
the force vector and couple.vector transmitted through the surface 
element by the material outside S' to the inside material. In addition 
to a body force vector pf^dv acting on a mass element pdv, we shall also 
allow for the possible occurrence of a body couple vector pc^dv. The 
equations of balance of momentum and moment of momentum are then 
respectively: 
J's -i- £iP<iv = ^  v.pdv (125) 
w 4- i r 
J s + Jv (GijkXjfk 
= à h (126) 
whore I is the radius of gyration of a cuboid with its faces normal to 
the x^-axis and v^ is the Cartesian components of a continuously 
differential velocity vector. 
T^^) and may be defined in the same way in the preceeding 
section as 
(127a) 
(127b) 
TÇ^) 
— T . . n . 
1 ] 
11 b 
1 ] 
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where n. is the outward normal of surface element, is force-stress 
tensor and is couple-stress tensor in the presence of a geometrically 
independent rotation vector besides a displacement vector. 
We still assume that both stress tensors are continuously dif-
ferentiable functions of the coordinates, hence upon substituting 
Equations 127a and 127b into Equation 125 and 126 and with the same 
manipulations employed in Section II, we obtain the following local 
form of the equation of balance of momentum and moment of momentum: 
T.. i + P^i = PVi (128) 
%ji,j + + P'i ° (^29) 
Now consider the new strain tensor d.. defined according to the 
conceptions of the Cosserats, a geometrically independent rotation vector 
is introduced besides the displacement vector u^, that is 
° "j.i " "jiiA (130) 
A second kind of strain tensor is the tensor of curvature and twist which 
is described by the derivatives of the rotation vector: 
Y..: = 0; , (131) 
-LJ J , -L 
Hence we call d.. as the new strain tensor and v.. as a new curvature-
ij 1] 
twist tensor. These tensors arise as a result of the local form of the 
first law of thermodynamics for such a medium. 
As before the internal energy e is postulated, in the new strain 
field, as follows: 
K -r r edv = r (f.v. + c.Ô.)pdv 
<J V Jv 1 1 11 
+ r + M(")n.)dS - r h.n.dS (132) 
•JS L L  1 1 J s 1 1 
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where g is the rate of change of internal energy per unit volume, h^ is 
the heat flux vector and K is the kinetic energy of the region. 
Upon substituting Equations 127a and 127b into Equation 132 and by 
means of Equations 128 and 129, we obtain 
e == T. .d. . + M. . y .  . - h. . (133) 
12 i j  1 ] . 1 , 1  
The above equation is a local form of the First Law of Thermodynamics 
in the absence of heat source. It is noted that T.., M.., d.., and v.. 
ij iJ 1] 
are not symmetric tensors in contrast to the classical theory. Upon 
substituting Equation 133 into Equation 34, we obtain a new form of the 
Glausius-Duhem inequality, i.e., 
s; - T. ,dij + Yij - € + Sr, - 2 0 (134) 
where 8 is the absolute temperature and T] is entropy density. 
Now consider a thermodynamic process initiated at t = t^ in a 
region 3. It is assumed that prior to t = t : 9=6 , u, =0. =0, 
0 o 1 1 
j ~ ^ 1" ~ define a thermodynamic process as the set of functions 
and S such that 
^I " : "I = 0. (X,T), S = 0(>Ç,T) (135) 
for all values of x in the region B and T such that -t ^ T ^  t. 
— 0 
I'Je follow the same argument as in Section III, regarding a thermo-
dynamic process. Given f^(x,T) and C^(X,T), the only field equations 
(Equations 123, 129 and 133) available for solving u^, 6, 0^ in the 
unknown u^, S, j ' G and h^. In other words, there are 7 
field equations for 30 unknowns. The Equation 134 only provides a thermo­
dynamic constraint to all processes. 
Here the strain tensor d.., the curvature-twist tensor y.., 0 and 
'ij 
6,^ will constitute our thermodynamic variables. Also q is introduced 
as an intrinsic thermodynamic variable which is simply a functional of 
the deformation and temperature histories, i.e., 
t — -
^ < t - (136) 
Thus, we have the following generalized constitutive equations: 
V (:37a) 
\j. 6. q^; e,,) (137b) 
e = e(d , Y , S, q^; 6, ) (137c) 
Ij Ij U, 1 
n = G, q^; 8,^) (137d) 
ni = h^(d^j, S, q^; B,^) (137e) 
with 
hi(d.., y.j, 6, q^,; 0) = 0 (137f) 
However, it will be shovm later that T.M.s and Tj do not depend on 
6,.. 
Here we have additional 23 equations which are directly related to 
the thermodynamic variables. Hence we have in hand 30 equations to solve 
for 30 unknowns. Then, we prove subsequently that to every choice of 
deformation U^(X,T), geometrically independent rotation vector ."2^ . (X,T) 
and the temperature distribution S(X,T), there corresponds a unique 
admissible thermodynamics process in B. Since d.. and v.. may be 
1] '1] 
determined from Eouations 130 and 131, and a may be determined from 
Equation 136, Equation 137a, 137b, 137d, and 137e determine T^^, e, 
r, and h^ for all x and T. 
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From Equations 128 and 129, we can determine f^ and uniquely. 
It is noted that there is no indeterminacy as was the case in Section III, 
We introduce again the free energy \jf such that 
^ = e - ^0 (138) 
Evidently 
V = Yij' Sa' 8; G'i) (139) 
Upon substituting Equation 138 into Equation 134 one finds; 
h 
. . . .  Ù  +  9 n  -
-J 1] 1]'1] 
Qy = T  .d   + M. v. . -  6  ^ ^  0 (140) 
' 11 1 n^ii ' 8 
As a result of Equation 139, one obtains 
— L - r#- è,, - z 0 (141) 
oq^ Ci 06,. 'i 0 
A. Isothermal Constitutive Equations 
In the case of isothenr^l conditions, Equations 139 and 141 become 
XJ ij uc 
We repeat our previous argument that, for fixed u^(x,t), (x,t) the 
bracket on the right-hand side of Equation 143 is fixed. Since T.., ij 
M and ù do not depend on d.., v.. explicitly, the only way the 
ij 1] '1] 
inecuality Equation 143 can be satisfied for arbitrary d.. and v.. is the 
1] ^ij 
coefficient of d. . and v. . to vanish, thus 
ij 'ij 
"ij ' 
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M.. = (144b) 
ij oVij 
As a resuit of inequality Equation 143 yields 
Equations 144a and 144b are the basic constitutive equations of a 
viscoelastic material in the presence of small deformations, small 
"geometrically independent rotation vectors" and isothermal conditions. 
We are now in a position to develop an explicit form of the constitu­
tive equation. 
Let 'i' be a smooth function of its arguments in the neighborhood of 
the eauilibrium state at which d.. = y. • ~ Q = 0. Then A may be 1] 1] a Y 7 
expanded in a Taylor series about the equilibrium state in y .  . and 
Then 
" " 2 "ijkl^ij^kl ^ijkl^ij^kl 2 ^ijkl^ij^kl 
where linear terms are absent on the basis that the initial stress is 
absent in the equilibrium state. Again, a is a symmetric positive 
ap 
definite matrix. 
On the basis of Equations 144a and 144b, one obtains explicit forms 
for the constitutive equations for 6 = G = constant. Thus; 
o 
"ij ° ^jkAl + •'ijkl-'kl' " 'ijcfc, (147a) 
:'ij ° " =ijki\i + (147'°) 
In the case of infinitesimal theory, the process is in the neighbor­
hood of an equilibrium state. Evidently, the Onsager's relations will be 
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applicable. Tlie appropriate choice of the relation is 
- Qa - hapSp (148) 
where Q = r—. Hence, h „ must be a symmetric positive definite matrix 
a ôq^ ap 
to ensure the inequality (Equation 145), i.e., 
' VVp ^ " (149) 
Differentiating Equation 146 with respect to q and using Equation 
148, one obtains 
+ Wp + ° (ISO) 
It is noted that in our present approach in obtaining Equation 150, 
the Onsager's symmetry relations are assumed at the beginning. Our 
previous approach was to use the fact that entropy production y is the 
function of q„ in case of isothermal conditions and a function of q and 
0: 0^: 
3,^ under non-isothermal conditions. Thus, the previous approach is 
much more general in the sense that we do not rely on the assumption of 
symmetry of Onsager's relation beforehand, but treat the symmetry of 
Onsager's relation as a special case. 
Since h and a are symmetric positive definite matrices, and with 
the initial condition q (0) = 0, we obtain the solution of Equation 150 
(see Appendix): 
"a = -Jo W - ^ (151) 
As a result of Equation 151, we may substitute directly in Equations 
147a and 147b to obtain: 
"ij = /o 4jkl(: - TT - + j'o »ijkl(: - ^ " 
(152a) 
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°dki ,, , pt „ , °\i 
\li3 + I. Cijkl(t - -gf (152W 
where 
^kip ' (153a) 
\lp (153b) 
\ip ' (153c) 
and 
à - ^ apC) a53d) 
It is noted that Q. is an axial rotation vector, hence v-. is a 
1 'ij 
pseudotensor which changes sign upon inversion of coorainates. By virtue 
of the fact that T.. is a true tensor, S. ,(t) should also be pseudo-
Lj ijkl ' ^ 
tensor. However, we shall consider centrosymmetric-isotropic materials 
only, in such materials all the material properties must be invariant 
with a central inversion and arbitrary rotation of coordinates. This 
implies that B. , = 0. Hence Eauations 152a and 152b become 
Ijkl 
^ij ' J"; 'i(t-T) ^  ^ 
+ Jo -gi" dT (154a) 
= c2(t-T)-^d 
-r i C (t-T) ^ ^ • dT (154b) 
" o J oT 
Here we have to note that one may start in the beginning by using 
the fact that the free energy density Ç is a pure scalar and . is a 
pseudotensor. Hence from the Equation 146 we see b.^ should be a 
ijkl 
Dseudotensor of fourth order. However, we don't know about b,. , sines ija 
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we don't know the character of q^. Hence we leave 6 in complete form 
and use the true tensorial character of T.. later to obtain our con-
stitutive equations. 
Equations 154a and 154b are explicit forms of the constitutive 
equations of viscoelastic materials in the presence of a geometrically-
independent rotation vector. Equations 154a and 154b have six material 
functions in comparison with four material functions in Equations 78a and 
78b in Section III. However, if we impose a constraint such that is 
identified with the rotation vector due to the deformation, that is, 
Q. = 1/2 e. a ., then d.. =e.., y. . = v. . and v. . = ri. . = 0. Thus 
L ijk ij ij ^ij 'ij ^11 'ii 
Equations 154a and 154b directly reduce to Equations 78a and 78b with 
four material functions. 
B. Noniso.thermal Constitutive Equations 
In view of inequality (Equation 141), fixing u^(x,t), Q^(x,t), 
9, 0,^ and q , we fix the bracket on the right-hand side of Equation 141, 
but leave dUj, '^ij ' ® G, ^ arbitrary. By varying one of the last 
four in uurn while keeping the remaining terms constant, one arrives at 
the conclusion that inequality (Equation 141) will not be violated if 
and only if 
M. . = (155b) 
^ (155c) 
= 0 (155d) 
CO 
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 ^'a - "V' ^ ° 
0^: 
with the same argument stated in Section III, we obtain the result that 
each term in Equation 155e is greater or equal to zero, i.e., 
- ^  ° (156) 
and 
h.9,. 
^ 0 (157) 
Finally as a result of Equations 155d and 155c we find 'ilr and T| are not 
the functions of 8,^, also from the definition of free energy, e is not 
the function of 8,^. 
Here we assume that the temperature variation from the reference 
temperature is small, i.e., 6=8^+^ where Q is small. Then Equations 
155c and 155e become 
X = - $7 (158) 
oy 
- it f ^ ° 
a o 
where x = T, - Tj^ is the entropy increment associated with the above 
process. 
Hence our irreversible thermodynamic processes associated with 
infinitesimal theory are small departures from a thermodynamic equilibrium 
state. Then, the principle of Onsager's reciprocal relation applied to 
these processes yields 
- Qa = V-e " 'ai\ 
? 4 
= k. q + b' .h. (161) 
6 lora ij j 
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where k. = k . and Q = Since from Equation 137f. h. must vanish lo: ai a. aq i 
for 6j^ = 0, Equation 161 implies k = 0. Thus Equations 160 and 161 
become 
où • 
+ = 0 (162) 
h^ = - b^j8,j (163) 
where h^ and b^^ must be positive definite matrices to ensure inequality 
Equations 156 and 157 respectively. On the basis of Onsager's symmetry 
relations h ^ and b.. are taken to be symmetric. 
ap 1] 
Let 6 be a smooth function and let the reference state be defined 
by the condition T.. = M.. = q = x = T = 0. By expanding the free 
1] 1] a ^ ° 
energy in a Taylor series and neglecting powers higher than second order; 
also omitting the first order terms to satisfy the initial conditions, 
one obtains 
 ^' i "ijkldijdkl + + J =ijklYij\l + 
+ Y (164) 
Differentiating Equation 164 with respect to q and substituting into 
Equation 162, one obtains 
Vp ' VP " ^ja^j + \ja\j + AgC . 0 (165) 
Here we define a "reduced time" variable g by , 
^ Jo &,[;(%)] ^  
and assume 
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which casts Equation 165 in the form 
0 (168) 
Thus, again, we assume that the material exhibits thermorheologically 
simple behavior. The Equation 168 is a system of first order linear 
differential equation with constant coefficients. With the initial 
condition q (0) = 0 and for a and h°% to be positive definite symmetr 
0» CZp 
matrix, the solution is given as follows: 
qg = -fo , (S ') + b, , (5 ') ijp ij ijp'ij 
+ apC(5')jdS' 
On the basis of Equation 155a and 155b one obtains 
Tij = *ijki4kl + + aijofa + CijG 
^ij " \lij\l " ^ijkl\l ^ija^a ^  ^ij^ 
(169)  
(170a) 
(170b) 
Substitution of Equation 169 into Equations 170a and 170b yields 
_ r-§ 
(171a) 
- Jo Bklij(S-S') 
od 
r /\ !cl jr / 1 
AT 
(171b) 
where A. (E) B. , (§) and C. , (§) are in the forms given in ijkl ijkl i]kl^ 
Equations 153a, 153b and 153c respectively, but and C^^(s) are 
in the following forms 
^ij ^ - bijaGQg(^)ap 
- *ij2GQp(S)ap 
(172a) 
(172b) 
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Since 7^^ is a pseudotensor, hence must be a pseudotensor 
by the fact that T.. is a true tensor. Also M. . is a pseudotensor, but 
ij ij 
^ is a true scalar, this implies from Equation 171b that B..(S) should 
also be a pseudotensor of second order. However we shall consider only 
centrosymmetric-isotropic materials, i.e., the material tensor functions 
that must be invariant with a central inversion and arbitrary rotation 
of coordinates, thus and must be equal to zero. Hence, 
for a centrosymmetric-isotropic material. Equations 171a and 171b become 
"ij = °i/o ^ ds' + A^s-s') ^  ds' 
3d:, 
~ij Jo ' sg 
ij = 'ijio c^CJ-C) ^ dÇ' 
+ /^ c (5-5') ^  d?' (173b) 
" o J 0t> 
From Equations 117 and 162 we obtain the following heat conduction 
equation; 
\,i ° =o(=ij"ij • ''ij^ ij + Vc< " " ''aaV-p (^74) 
Definition of specific heat at constant strain for a given value of 
' lo "3 "S' + Gi1 ^ 0 C(S-§') ds' (173a) 
>r 
"'Q: 
c^Ci = - i^i i (1") 
d..=y. .=const. ' 
ij 1] 
Evidently, from Equations 174 and 175, we obtain 
C = - G p (176) 
V o 
Equation 174 with Equations 176 and 163 yields 
- = 5oC.^a.. + + ^%pS2^3(177) 
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Now introduction of "reduced time" variable § and use of Equation 
169 in Equation 177 yields 
G r a^d.. 
1 Ob 
8 F . 
where 
=v«) = % - 'p + 'ofap(5)'p <'"> 
Also Bu.(s) and CLj(§) have forms equivalent to those given in 
Equations 172a and 172b respectively. For centrosymmetric-isotropic 
materials then B..(§) =0, C.. = Co.. and b.. = Kô... Also we realize 
1] ij 1] 1] ij 
from Equation 130 that d^^ = e^ Thus Equation 178 becomes 
- -^io c(l-5') 
T 
Equations 173a, 173b and 180 are the coupled thermomechanical 
constitutive equations of a viscoelastic material in the presence of 
geometrically independent rotation vector and time varying spatially 
inhomogeneous temperature field. Here we note that the strain tensors 
T:. . and v, . are absent in the heat conduction Equations 124 and 180 
'ii n 
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respectively. If again is identified with rotation vector due 
deformation, that is, 0. = w. = 1/2 e... u ., then d. , = e. ., v. . 
1 1 i]k k,j ij 1] 'ij 
and Y . = Tl. . = 0. Then Equations I73a, 173b and 180 reduce to 
'ii 11 
Equations 114a, 114b and 124 directly. 
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V. PROPAGATION OF SINUSOIDALLY OSCILLATING WAVES IN AN ELASTIC 
AND VISCOELASTIC HALF SPACE 
The purpose of this section is to examine the effects of couple 
stress on the wave propagation properties of a.material. It is hoped 
such effects will be amenable to experimental measurement so that the 
presence of couple stresses in materials can be shoxm experimentally. 
We believe that experiments involving wave propagation techniques have 
a better chance of success, in this respect, then static tests 
In the presence of couple stresses the isothermal constitutive 
equations of a perfectly elastic material are: 
T..=Xe, ,ô..+2p,e.. (181a) 
ij kk 1] ^ 1] 
= 4ri Tij. + 4ri'ri.^ (181b) 
where is the usual symmetric part of the force-stress tensor 1%^, 
is the deviatoric part of couple-stress tensor and X ,  j j , ,  T | ,  r /  
are four material constants. The dimensions of X and are force per 
unit area, similar to the classical elasticity theory, and T| and r/ have 
the dimension of force. 
Upon substituting Equations 27 and 28 into Equations 181a and 181b, 
one obtains the following relations between stresses and displacement: 
^ (1822) 
(182b) 
In conjunction with Equations 182a, 182b and 15, one obtains the 
displacement-equation of motion in the following vectorial form 
2—* /, . —' 2 —* 1 —* —* 
uV u +(À 4- u)VV * u + r|V V X V X u + — pV X c -r of 
12 lA i; 
- 2 | ^ p I V x V x u  =  p u  ( 1 8 3 )  
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9 
where V and V" denote the gradient operator and Laplacian operator 
respectively. 
It is noted that r\' does not appear in Equation 183. Taking the 
divergence and curl of Equation 183 respectively, we obtain in the 
absence of body force and body couple the following equations: 
2 9-
h V V • u = v • u (184) 
c^(l - p^V^)V^(V X u) = V X u - l'v^(v X u) (185) 
,2 X + 2a 2 , 2 , , / -^ 2 ,, 
where h = , p = ri/ii, c = i-L/p and I =1/4. 
Thus, the dilatational wave is propagated non-dispersively, with 
velocity h, as if couple-stress were absent; but the propagation of the 
2 
rotational wave is influenced by couple stress and the spin inertia I 
and it becomes dispersive. 
Consider now a tangential displacement in the form of forcing 
function v = v^e^^^ acting on the surface of half space varying 
sinusoidally with time t, where v is the constant amplitude and T, is 
circular frequency. Let y-axis and x-axis denote the horizontal axis 
and vertical axis respectively. The displacement vector will be of the 
form u^ = L0, v(x,t), Oj. 
In view of the above conditions, the following "displacement, stress 
boundary value" problem may be defined; 
ioit . 
V = V e 
o 
at X = 0 (186) 
Then from the Equation 185, we obtain 
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^2^^ _ p2 Jil) , âîï , V -4^ (187) 
ÔX 3x 51 ÔX ot 
Consider the rotational plane wave propagating along the x-axis 
V . (188) 
where v is the amplitude of oscillation, k is the wave number. Upon 
substituting Equation 188 into Equation 187, we find 
uf = c^k^Cl + p2k2)/(l + I'k^) (189) 
2 
and, solving Equation 189 for k , we find the two roots 
k^, kg = 1/2 p-2[_ (1 _ 1-^-) ± [(1 _ I'uf/c2)2 
c 
+ 4 ufp2/c2]t/2} (190) 
Thus, there are two rotational waves with both dispersive. One 
wave corresponding to k^ which is real is propagating; the other k^ which 
is a pure imaginary is diffusive. 
The group velocity of the real wave is 
= c(l + Zk^pZ + I'k4p2)/(1 + p2k2)l/2(l + l'k2)3/2 (191) 
which increases monotonically with increasing k^p with small l'. The 
couple stress effect produces a dependence of group velocity on wave 
number, detectable at high frequencies. 
The solution of Equation 187 is 
i(wt-k x) i(a)t-k x) 
V = A^e + A^e (192) 
or 
i((jjt-k x) . 
V = A^e + (193) 
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where 
kl = (1 - ^-2^-) + [(1 -
+ 4 ufp^/c2]l /2] l /2  
2^ = ^ 75^ (1 - I'uf/c^ ) + [(1 - I'uf/c2)2 
+ 4 ufp2/c2]l /2] l /2  ( igg)  
or 
P = - I'uf/c^) + [(1 - I'uf/c2)2 
+ 4 (196)  
where p> = - ik^. 
The constants A^ and A^ are determined from the boundary conditions, 
hence Equation 193 becomes 
V = ^^[(1 -  + 4 urp^/c^l'^/^lCl  -  I 'uf /c^)  
+ [(1-
+ v^/ZLfl  -  I 'uf /c^)^ + 4 ufp2/c2]- l /2i_( l  _ I 'uf /c^)  
+  [ ( 1  -  I ' u f / c 2 f +  4  ( 1 9 7 )  
From Equations 194 and 195 it is, noted that for small material 
^2^2 2_, 
constants p and I ' and for frequencies such that ' and ~ to be 
c c 
very small compared to unity, the and p will be expressed 
approximately in the form k^ ~ ^ and p ~ ^ respectively. Hence as 
p -> 0, the Equations 197 becomes 
lira V = , (198) 
P-0 
Since the second term of Equation 197 diminishes rapidly with 
distance from the boundary for small p (g-*(») , Equation 198 retains only 
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the first term of the Equation 197 and reduces to the classical solution 
of wave equation in the half space. For large cju , the couple stress 
contributes local effect near the boundary and is best detectable near 
the boundary because of the exponential decay of the term e 
Consider again the same boundary value problem but for a viscoelastic 
material. In this problem the rotational inertia of particle is assumed 
to be negligible for the sake of algebraic simplicity. From Equation 15, 
we obtain the following equation of motion in the absence of body force 
and body couples : 
ox ox 5t 
Put 
v = R [v exp(iwt)], T = R . exp(iwt)], 
G Ij C IJ 
e^j = R^[j exp(ia)t)], etc. (200) 
where v, e^^, etc. are functions, in general complex, of the spatial 
coordinates and denotes the real part of the complex number. 
Upon substituting Equation 200 into Equations 78a and 78b and con­
sidering pure periodic motion, we obtain the following relations: 
+ 2^(iw)e.j (201) 
IJ-ij = 4^(iw)^j^ + 4T/(iw)n^j (202) 
re the complex modulus functions are \(iw) = iu^^ À.(T)e ^^^dT, wne; 
u (ix) = iuj'^p (T)e ^^^dT, etc. 
Upon substituting Equations 200, 201 and 202 into Equation 199, we 
obtain 
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In terms of displacement, the Equation 203 becomes 
— _ ,4— 
kL(W ^  - n(im) —f + pw V = 0 (204) 
dx dx 
It is assumed that the relaxation function p,(t) is linearly 
2 
proportional to the relaxation function T|(t), i.e., ri(t) = e ^(t), 
where e is a proportionality constant with a dimension of length. 
Thus, Equation 204 becomes 
9— Zj.— 
+ pufv = 0 (205) 
dx dx 
Consider the rotational plane wave propagating along the x-axis: 
V = Rg[v exp(ia)t)] = R^[v^ exp i(«t - kx)] (206) 
By substituting Equation 205 into Equation 205 we obtain 
2"™ Ù. — 2 2 
e + ^ k - pwT = 0 (207) 
2 
and, solving Equation 207 for k , we find the two roots. 
k^, kg = (2e2)"^[-l ± (1 + 4pufG2/^)l/2] (208) 
For small uje, the expansion of square root of Equation 208 is 
[1 + 4p(ws)2/^]l/2 = 1 + 2p(we)2/^' + 0[(we)^] 
= [1 + 2p^'(we)^/(^'^ + ^"^)] 
- i[2p(we)2^"/(^'2 + ^ "2)] (209) 
where u(iw) = ^'(w) + iu"(w), and u'(w) and u,"(u:) are positive numbers (16) 
for all frequencies m. 
Thus 
.2 2,— 2 ,2 , //2. . 2 //,. /2 //2, 
k^  Ri puj /ji = Quo (J, . / (li - 'iJ, ) - ipcju LL /(u + y. ) 
= R exp(-ië) (210) 
where R^ = (pai^)^/(ij,+1J,"^), $ = tan ^(^^/^^') and 5 is in the 
first quadrant. 
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Hence the roots and k^^ become 
i (2 _ ip) (211) 
1/2 1/2 
where Ci = R cos 0/2, [3 = R sin 0/2. 
2 
Also, we obtain the root k^ 
kg =- -y - = _ [i/g2 + py2^,y(^,2 ^,2^] 
s [i 
+ ipu;V'/(M^'^ + = re^^ (212) 
where 
= ri/ef + puf^y^/2 + ^"2)]2 + [puf^"/(^'2 + ^"2)]2 
>lf = tan ^(-l)p (We) V'VCM-+ pwV') > ^ ^ (213) 
Thus, the roots k^^ and k-« are 
^21:^22 = ^  + 16) (214) 
1/9 1/2 
where y = r " cos 6 = r sin ^ /2, are both positive. 
Boundedness at infinity adir.its only two roots k^^ and k^^- Hence 
the general solution of the Equation 205 is 
V = (215) 
where a^ and a^, in general complex, are undetermined constants. 
The constants a^ and a_ are determined from the boundary conditions 
at X - 0 and the constants are 
a^ = v^L 1 - R/r e ^ ^ = v^a^e^^ (216) 
^2 v^(R/r)[R/r - e^^^ ^ = v^a^e^^ (217) 
wnei 
a^ = {[l - R/r 003(0-+ 'v)]^ + [R/r sin (0 + i)J^i ^ (218) 
a„ = {[l - r/R cos($ + 6)]^ + [r/R sin (q + ù)]^j ^ (219) 
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/ -1 -R/r sin(di + 
1 - R/r cos (0 -r i{j') (220) 
-1 -R/r sin(0 + lit) 
1 - R/r cos (0 + i|i) (221) 
Thus, we obtain the solution of Equation 199 
V = v^a^ cos(wt - ax + ffi')exp(-px) 
+ V cos (cut + yx + &')exp(-&x) (222) 
7 It is worth noting that we observe internal wave reflection in 
viscoelastic materials with couple stress. The amplitude of reflection 
wave will diminish exponentially from the boundary. The phenomenon of 
internal reflection also happens in the other cases such as the problem 
of "Semi-infinite Timoshenko Beam" made of a viscoelastic material, 
if one considers the effect of rotary inertia and shear deformation of 
the beam. ^ It is seen from Equation 213 that as e 0, then r -• co and 
Ù TT, hence Ô goes to infinity. Also from Equations 213, 216 and 217 
that as e 0, then r -* œ, hence a^ -» 1, a^ -• 0; then the second term 
of Equation 222 vanishes rapidly from the boundary due to a^ -• 0 and 
Ô ~ and only the first term is retained. Thus the Equation 222 reduc 
directly to the classical solution of viscoelastic materials. However, 
for sufficiently large cue, the effect of couple-stress on viscoelastic 
materials is detectable near the boundary. 
This is because the second term in Equation 222 represents a wave 
travelling toward the free surface, 
8 
This curious phenomenon does not seem to have been pointed out in 
the literature. 
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VI. SU>mRY 
The theory of themiomechanical behavior of viscoelastic materials 
with couple stress is developed by making use of the fundamental concepts 
of continuum mechanics and irreversible thermodynamics. It is shown 
that, under conditions of arbitrary temporal and spatial variation of the 
temperature field, the stress tensor, the couple-stress tensor and the 
entropy density are derivable from a potential which is the free energy 
density Under isothermal conditions, it is found that four relaxation 
functions are needed to describe the mechanical behavior of an isotropic 
viscoelastic material with couple-stresses in a small deformation field, 
as opposed to two relaxation functions which describe the mechanical 
behavior of a classical isotropic viscoelastic material. The explicit 
forms of the linear thermomechanical constitutive equations with couple-
stresses under time varying, spatially inhomogeneous temperature field 
are derived. 
The Cosserat continuum is introduced. It is found that six relaxa­
tion functions are necessary for the description of the mechanical 
behavior of a centrosymmetric isotropic viscoelastic Cosserat material 
under isothermal conditions. If a material element is intrinsically 
constrained such that the geometrically independent rotation vector is 
identified as the deformation induced rotation vector, then the constitu­
tive equations of Cosserat continuum reduce to those of the classical 
couple-stresses theory of a viscoelastic material. 
Finally, isothermal wave solutions are given for the elastic and 
63 
viscoelastic half-space with couple-stresses; it is found that very 
strong dispersion takes place at very high frequencies. 
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IX. ATPENDIX 
Before we solve the Equation 70, we consider first the following 
system of n first order linear differential equations (17). 
dx. 
a . .X. + b = y . (t) , X (0) = 0 (223) 
J IJ GL L 1  
where is a non-singular symmetric positive definite matrix of order 
n X n and b.. a positive definite matrix of order n x n, but which is not 
necessarily symmetric. 
We rewrite Equation 223 in the matrix form 
ax + bx = y (224) 
Since a is a positive definite and symmetric matrix, there exists 
a non-singular matrix A such that 
A^aA = I  (225)  
T 
where A stands for the transpose of A and I is the unit matrix. 
Let 
X = AX, A^y = Y (226)  
T 
Then, multiply Equation 224 by A , and use Equations 225 and 226 to 
obtain 
X + BX = Y (227)  
where 
T B  =  A b A  ( 2 2 8 )  
-1 -1 
which is non-singular matrix, hence B exists, where 3 is the inverse 
of B. It can be shovm that since b is positive definite, then so is B 
and 3~^. Let B~^ = C and B~^y = Z, Then Equation 227 becomes 
CX T X = Z,  X(0)  = 0  (229)  
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where C is a positive definite matrix. 
We proceed to solve the Equation 229 by the method of Laplace 
transform. Let X,Z be the Laplace Transforms of X and Z respectively. 
As a consequence, and in view of the initial conditions. Equation 229 
becomes 
(C + pI)X = Z (230) 
or 
X = (C + pï:)"-^ Z (231) 
Let D denote the transpose of the matrix of the cofactor of 
C -r pi. Evidently every element of D is a polynomial of degree n-1 in p. 
Equation 231 thus becomes 
 ^• Icf^ TT ^ <"2) 
where | c  + plj is a polynomial of degree n in p. Letting 
- J = Tcl^ 033) 
it is obvious that every element of J is the ratio of two polynomials, 
the one in the numerator being of degree n-1 while the one in the 
denominator is of degree n. 
Let IC + pi I have, in general, r roots • • - , (real or 
complex), which are eigenvalues of C and each of multiplicity m^ such 
that Zrm_ = n. Then a typical element of J may be written in terms of 
partial fraction in the form 
5c ' _ r Ic O, . . 
J.. = Z Z (234) 
k=l S = 1 (p -r 
where CL .. is constant. 
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Since C la a positive definite matrix, thus all eigenvalues of C, 
i.e., Xj, are real and positive. Hence, it is evident that the function 
J..(t) will be a linear combination of such functions 
ij 
tV-»' (235) 
where -1. It is of relevance that the above functions lead to 
zero as t tends to infinity. Thus the fact that C is positive definite 
leads to the result that 
lim J..(t) = 0 - (236) 
t-» œ 
By back substitution we arrive at the result 
X = J"(t"T)y(T)dT (237) 
wnere 
ana 
J*(t) = A"^J(t)B"^A (23 8) 
lim J (t) = 0 (239) 
t-* CO 
This appendix is taken verbatim from Reference 17-
